„ECO ENTREPRENEUR“

BULLETIN

The project took a place in Ždiar, SLOVAKIA between 7th and 14th November 2016. 42 participants
from 7 countries participated in this youth exchange. The most important objective of the project was
to help youth to acquire competencies in entrepreneurship and eco-entrepreneurship in an
atmosphere of international and intercultural dialogue through respect and protection of the
environment.

We started our project by doing icebreaking activities to
get know and trust each other. Games where we had to
present our names, countries and something special to
know

ourselves

better, for example
made

a

network

with a string to
show that we want
to be all connected. We also played a bingo game in which we
had to gather information about each other. The another one
was the 16 impossible tasks where we had to organize and collaborate under pressure. To start the
project, we talked about our fears, expectations and how we could contribute. We did it by writing
these on post its and sharing them. We tried to help each other with their fears and the facilitators
provided more details about the rest of the days. We also reached a consensus on the rules that
helped us to create a place where “each one could teach one“.
Since we are participating in an Erasmus plus project,
we have done an activity to learn more about the
different possibilities to involve ourselves which we can
use in the future. We have found opportunities about
EVS, Erasmus+ programmes for young entrepreneurs,
youth exchanges, internships.
To enjoy and discover the wonders, taste the traditional
food and drinks, watch videos of participating countries,
learn national dances, the cultural nights were organised
by us.

In the “Museum of Slovakian traditions”, there was
a Slovakian businessman who keeps Slovak
traditions and makes national costumes. He was
talking about his business and we were told about
daily lives of Slovakian families in the past, the
traditional clothes and tools they used. At the end,
five of us were dressed up and played a theatre of
a traditional wedding in Slovakia.

The profile of successful entrepreneur requires many skills. We were talking about educational,
personal and general needs of entrepreneurs. Then we were encouraged to make our carrier plans
by an interesting activity. On a piece of paper we wrote our skills and then our targets to achieve in
our future. Divided into the groups we shared our skills and targets with our team-mates. By holding
group discussions we gave each other very useful tips, advices, guidance in order to help them

succeed their goals. The aim of this activity was to focus on personal improvement, self-development
and working with others to develop skills.
The important thing for each start up is a support in our country. Each national group gave a
presentation on entrepreneurship in our countries and how it is supported. Most of us talked about
start up companies in our countries and mentioned examples, unemployment rates and funding.

Other activities contributed to our knowledge about
ecologic issues. There was an outdoor energizer - in
every team we had an egg and in five minutes we were
supposed to find a way to protect it after dropping it.
Then there was a test. In order to protect the egg we
were guided to use only natural materials.

Many words related to ecology were taught. Some of
these words we presented by prepared pantomime,
drawing and role-play. The task of other participants
was to guess these words by our performance.

During the project there were also the interactive
presentations about topics such as Entrepreneurship,
Eco-entrepreneurship,

Ecological

commerce

models,

Green technology, advantages and disadvantages of ecoentrepreneurship, recycling, renewable energy, we talked also about our countries´ issues.

During open space activities we were showed how to
recycle tetra packs and how to make useful wallets
from them. Motivational videos of zero waste bussiness
woman made us to think more about a change of our
daily habits. After doing upcycling activities from
provided recycling materials two skilful managers of
marketing field evaluated our eco-friendly products
which we had made.
Eco night provided us a chance to watch a recent documentary movie Against the flood which we
recommend everyone to watch. In the recycling factory ENVIROCHEM they showed us the recycling
process of the plastic. Besides mentioned activities we visited a beautiful lake Štrbské pleso, where
we could enjoy the beautiful scenery, since it was snowing. We took lots of pictures, played with
snowballs and had the time of our lives.

We had the chance to make more connection with the other participants, interact and socialize
with them. We enjoyed the opportunity of exchanging ideas about our different cultures. Also, we had
the chance to exercise our English in a multicultural environment. We enjoyed the fact that we
combined the activities and tasks held in the inside
with the physical movement and the relaxation in
the nature. For example going for a hike up the
mountains, and then visiting a beautiful waterfalls.
It was snowing and the scenery was really
beautiful, despite the cold weather.

In the end we prepared Canvas plans which was the most beneficial activity of our project. Many
creative, original, eco-friendly ideas were created by us:


CLENERGY

An in house consultancy for reusing energy usage
in residential and commercial buildings and also
using solar energy.
Targeting customers: Residential and commercial
building which includes households, cinema halls,
school buildings, office spaces
Ownership: partnership
Finance: Self finance
Type of business model: startup
Targeting market: Europe
Profit margin in the initial time: 20%



ECOMB

Ecomb is a product which deals with the using of the energy while combing the hair for drying. The
idea was suggested by Fenia from Greece. The idea popped up when she realized she was using a
lot of time to comb the hair and this product is efficient during travel. It has features of accumulating
power while combing hair.

Price: 79 € (incl. tax)
Targeting audience: Women, Fashion designers
Market: International market
Owner: looking for funds
Value proposition: Easy usage, handy, works fine without
external electricity.



CABOO!

Social company that runs a social network called CABOO! We connect NGO’s and their supporters
on the principle similar to kickstarter.com. NGO’s create their socially/eco projects for which they
need financial support. They promote
the

project

on

our

website/their

website/social media to get funding.
People and companies can choose
the project they want to support. For
financial support they get nice T-shirt
with pack of seeds (herbs, plants…)
So, how does it work? Explained!

Someone wants to build bridge for community in developing country. They are a group of volunteers
that are willing to work for free, but they still need some financial support. They make a campaign for
this project on our website. We as CABOO! Promote the project to our community, consisting of
people and companies. If they like the project, they get the T-shirt and companies can use it as CSR
PR. If campaign gets funded we send them money they got.



ECO-GYM

Our idea was to create a gym with special equipment that would create electricity, for the gym and
also for the town. People would be able to come and train in order to improve their health, bodies,
mood and produce some electricity so their efforts would make more sense. We will collaborate with
existing gyms in order to get equipment and with electrical corporations providing electrical power to
town where our gym would be situated. We provide nice environment for a comfortable exercising
surrounded with people with same lifestyle and beliefs. Customers will be able to buy a monthly
membership and first 2 entrances will be for free, so you can get to know the place. We will also sell
the produced electricity to the electrical companies. We aim to attract people who are thinking
ecologically, who have limited budget of the
ages between 18-35. We’ll provide water for
free so we limit usage of the sweet unhealthy
drinks. Trainers will be provided for the
people with special needs (issue related
training courses) and for informing. We want
to create a special application for smart
phones that will remind people of their visits,
special events, provide information how to get
there etc.



ECO HOSTING

We thought about a business plan which uses profit to give something back to the community. Our
business plan is about a hosting company which uses money from new costumers to buy and plant
trees in areas/forests in which the trees were cut illegally or the forest was destroyed by natural
causes.
NGOs,

Our

Key

partners

University,

are

Schools,

Companies, Government, E.U. The
Key activities from our company are
Server

Hosting,

Advertising,

Regenerating the forest by planting
trees. So we use the following Key
resources Accommodation+200 m2
land,

Alternative

energy:

Solar

panels, wind mills, Computers and
computer parts, Employees. To the
customer we deliver virtual space,
support and we help them with solving the following problems: connection to the server or server
configuration. We maintain an equal relationship with our customers through newsletters, visits, gift
advertisements. The channels that we use for advertisements are social media, flyers in key places
(universities, schools). The customer segments are represented by people who want to have their
own server for multiple purposes. Regarding the cost structure we would need 210.000 EUR. We
would need the money for servers, computers, salaries and maintenance. The income would come
from customers and a part of it goes back to the community by buying saplings and planting them
during big events in spring and autumn.



ECO PRISON

The main idea of our business project is to make a self sufficient, eco friendly prison where prisoners
can be educated how to work in several professions and as a conclusion they can be better
integrated into society. In order to make the prison self sufficient we plan to use passive buildings with
solar panels on the roof, produce biomass energy and maintain a small farm with fresh fruit,
vegetable and domestic animals. Educational part of the project is to teach prisoners how to cook,
take care of buildings (for example cleaning and small services), build house, etc. Another important
educational and ecological part is
sorting and upcycling the waste.
We plan to make a special building
for waste recycling. Only voluntary
prisoners

can

be

moved

to

EcoPrison and there will be several
requirements which have to be
met. Prisoner’s age can be only 18
to 30 and only small types of crime
are accepted, also their sentences
can be only 1 to 5 years. As a
motivation, sentence of accepted prisoners will be decreased and they receive a chance to change
their lifestyle (how to live after). Our business project will require close cooperation with government.
Law system has to be changed to allow this type of prisons. The motivation for government will be no
running cost, more efficient system of jailing and public friendly prison. In the beginning of project,
volunteers can be used instead of prisoners to testify the idea. Main income will be from communal
waste sorting, production of fresh vegetable and from wood production. Another profit will come from
hotel and restaurant, workshops and publication. Expenses cover salary for guards and repair costs.

In the end of the project we have received the Youthpass certificates and Eco-certificates which prove
our competencies from this project.

PARTNERS
Space for Youth (Slovakia)
Space for youth is founded with the main goal of providing the opportunities to the youth's problems
from the view of young people, to find new ways of solutions for these problems and to encourage
more young people to involve in this resolution process. We promote social, cultural and educational
space for young people through the practice in non-formal education. We work to implement
international exchanges, training courses, other projects, seminars. We provide informative activities
from different opportunities for young people, though their active participation in society and
developing their creativity to using their gained knowledge in daily life and their future. We support
creative ideas for entreprenurship and employment, we aim to create community of art, culture or any
type of startups.
Youth Venture Berlin (Germany)
Youth Venture Berlin is a Berlin Based Entrepreneurs Club from International Business men and
Entrepreneurs in Germany. Aiming to provide opportunities for young people and adults to take part
in international undertakings in order to take their soft skills, to learn to live and work in a multicultural
environment and share good practices. By using non-formal learning methods as educational tools
creativity, teamwork, ethnic diversity, exchange of ideas, knowledge and expertise as well as
innovation is fostered. Moving in this direction we often take part in non-formal educational activities.
Leaders who will use the power of entrepreneurial activity to enable progress around the globe. We
are caring of every idea. We are open-wide every meaningful Project fits our aims. Entrepreneurship
is not only idea and business plan we are teaching how to convince people and how to create their
idea sustainable and environmentally friendly.

Votsis Youth in Action Club (Greece)
Votsis Youth in Action Club is a team focused on European networking and exchange within the
organization Navarchos Votsis Sports and Cultural Club which has been a very active non-profit
sports (volleyball, basketball, table tennis etc) and cultural (theatre, choir, dancing etc) club for many
years. Votsis has more than 300 members (13-35 years old). Greek youth club focused on helping
young people (there are a lot with special needs) to improve their skills and employment prospects by
giving them an opportunity to take part in non-formal learning activities at their hometown and abroad.
It is a priority for us to underline the importance of intercultural exchange and try to foster in our
young members a sense of belonging to Europe.
Symrnes Ogretmen Akademisi (Turkey)
We are an informal youth group in Izmir which is the third biggest city in Turkey. We work like an
umbrella group as our group members are from different parts of Turkey. There are teachers in the
head of the organization. We are not only interested in youth exchange projects but we also make
projects with different municipalities and NGOs. We have organized 33 youth exchange projects so
far in Turkey. We generally makes projects about healthy life style, entrepreneurship and immigrants.
Also we organize Erasmus+ meetings with youth people in our region.
AMICI DELLA CULTURA (Italy)
Our organisation named Amici della cultura Onlus is a young association born in 2001 and there are
250 associated. We work about the formation, no formal education and intercultural learning for
ameliorating the introduction of our city in new Europe. We promotes the professional formation for
young and unemployed to help them to search a job and also it advantages the historical and artistic
patrimony. We have a lot of experience in European Program, in Youth Program and work with many
countries.

A.T.A.C. Galati (Romania)
Asociația Tinerilor Activi Civic (Active Young People's Civic Association) is a youth organization,
apolitical, NGO that aims to drive the development of the Romanian society attracting young people
towards active citizenship and promoting the local and national cultural values. We have partnerships
with few local highschools, with students from 15 to 19 years of age, including the local art school,
also volunteers from 18 up to 40 years of age and we cooperate in local projects but also in
international projects. We are active in our community - working with children and youth from
placement homes, poor families, old people, unemployed and facing other social problems. In order
to realize our objectives, we cooperate with families, local authorities, primary schools, high schools
and universities and we develop projects with them
TOM 21105 Dumánci (Czech Republic)
Asociace TOM ČR, TOM 21105 Dumánci was created to give our youth workers a legal opportunity
to participate in the educational process of young people. Most of our activities were carried out on
regional or national level. We organize activities for young people including summer camps and
weekend activities. We decided to take part in Erasmus+ - mobility of youth workers projects to help
our youth workers with their professional development. We have so far organized two training
courses for youth workers in the Czech Republic. Our organization prepares weekend activities for
young people on different topics. Mostly we try to bring youth to the nature for beneficial work, various
sport activities or games. In summer we organize children summer camps. We also make excursions
to visit museums and other educational centres. We use different approaches to teach children and
young people and significantly contribute to the process of shaping their personalities. Two times we
have organized international summer camps foe children from the Czech Republic and Spain.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1729524927323716/
spaceforyouthorg@gmail.com

